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floating circle
漂浮的圆





A floating path 

between 

heaven and earth

天空和大地之间漂浮的路径



A never ending walk in the nature

大自然间永无止境的漫步

Conceptual maquette



A floating path that allows visitors to immerse 

themselves in nature within that thin line that divides 

heaven and earth.

Being the circle symbol of the sky, the path is circular; 

along it, visitors will walk aimlessly, whose purpose 

is to achieve harmony between themselves and the 

whole, in a limbo without space and time.

The reflection of the mirrored path at first seem 

invisible but walking the feelings become stronger and 

stronger, allowing the visitor’s spirit to achieve inner 

harmony with the nature that surrounds it.

The spirit moves in a circle.





Conceptual maquette





Conceptual maquette



ROAD



MAIN SITE

23 Roadside 
BAMBOO FOREST

OPTIONAL SITE

guoxing 郭兴庄园



rendering optional site



rendering optional site



0,8 mt

15 mt

punctual concrete foundation

ground ground

painted steel structure

painted and curved steel structure 
(“L” shape beam 100x150x12 mm)

mirrored inox steel sheet (3 mm)

wooden structure

mirrored plexiglass sheet glued 
to plywood sheet (20 mm width)

Permanent artwork proposal

Section

General plan

Temporary   artwork proposal

Section 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL

The artwork is proposed in two different structure versions to match 
the necessity of cost/time unspecified in the call.

The first proposal is based on a steel structure with a mirrored inox 
sheet. To prevent sliding (during rainy days) the steel surface will be 
treated with antislip paint. 
This proposal has a low maintenance cost and but is really durable 
(more than 10 years).

The second proposal is based on a wooden structure with a mirrored 
plexiglass sheet. 
This proposal is less durable (6 months).  



ground

ECONOMICAL PROPOSAL AND SCHEDULE

The economical proposal is based on the two different structure.

Permanent ar work proposal
Economic proposal

Steel structure and concrete foundation

Temporary artwork proposal
Economic proposal

Wooden structure

Schedule
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Not included engineers's fee and site cleaning (TBD on site) Not included site cleaning (TBD on site)

building design/enginering 30 days

45 days

total 75 days total 30 days

execution

Schedule

building design/enginering 15 days

15 daysexecution



谢谢
Thank you

Bio, CV and info www.paolouboldi.it


